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Self-stabilized  Nonlinear  Lateral Modes of Broad 
Area  Lasers, 
Abstract-The lateral modes of broad area lasers are investigated 
theoretically. The nonlinear interaction between optical field and 
effective refractive index leads to a saturable nonlinearity in  the gov- 
erning field equation, so that self-modulated solutions are found to be 
stable with increased current injection above saturation intensity. We 
derive approximate analytical solutions for traveling wave fields within 
the broad area laser. The field amplitude consists of a small ripple 
superimposed on a large dc value. Matching fields at the boundary 
determines the modulation depth and imparts an overall phase curv- 
ature to the traveling wave mode. There are multiple lateral modes for 
a given set of operating conditions, and modes with successively more 
lobes in the ripple have greater overall phase curvature. In contrast to 
the linear problem, several lateral modes can achieve the same modal 
gain, for a given injected current density, by saturating the gain to 
different extent. Thus, these modes would exhibit slightly different op- 
tical powers. 
I 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
N PRINCIPLE, the  most  direct way to  increase  the  op- 
tical  power  available  from  a  semiconductor  laser is to 
increase  the  volume of the  lasing  mode. It is not  sufficient 
merely to increase  the  pump  level  because  the  resonator 
facets  are  susceptible  to  catastrophic  damage  at  high  op- 
tical powers. The simplest practical recourse is to in- 
crease  the  lateral  dimension. In the  past,  stripe  geometry 
lasers  wider  than  about  10  pm  exhibited  filamentary  near 
fields  that  were  not  stable  with  respect to increased  cur- 
rent injection and gave rise to equally unstable far-field 
patterns. Thus stripe geometry lasers were fabricated to 
support  only  a  single “filament,” [ l ]  and  the  high-power 
effort shifted toward building phased arrays of such la- 
sers. It was  difficult,  however, to fabricate  arrays  in  which 
adjacent elements were coupled in-phase. In fact, twin- 
lobed  far-field  patterns  were the rule  rather  than  the  ex- 
ception,  because  the  preferred  lasing  mode  in  uniform  ar- 
rays is not the fundamental supermode [2] of the array. 
Subsequently, many schemes  have  been  proposed to  favor 
the  fundamental  supermode,  and  several  groups  have  re- 
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ported  laser  arrays  oscillating  into  a  single-lobed far field 
[3]-[13]. However,  all  of  the  above  require  an  additional 
degree of complexity in array  design  and  fabrication,  and 
true single lateral mode operation remains difficult to 
achieve over a large range of injected current density. 
More elaborate schemes such as unstable resonator ge- 
ometries [14] show promise but are still technologically 
immature. 
Recently, our group demonstrated [I51 wide ( I 100 
pm) uniform  gain  broad  area  quantum  well  lasers  that os- 
cillate  coherently  intd  a  nearly  diffraction-limited  single- 
lobed far-field pattern. The emission was stable over a 
large  range of injected  current,  and  a  gradual  broadening 
of the  far field  with  increasing  power  level  was  the  only 
apparent  degradation.  The  near field was  characterized by 
a  relatively flat amplitude  with  a  small ( = 10 percent) su- 
perimposed iipple;  the ripple  period  was  close  to 10 pm. 
Such  a field cannot  be  explained by the  simple  linear  the- 
ory of gain-guided  structures.  This  led  to  renewed  interest 
on our part in the basic properties and expected perfor- 
mance of such  devices. In this  paper, we investigate  the 
theoretical  behavior of these  broad  area  lasers. 
In  particular, we intend  to  characterize  the  optical 
modes  consistent with a  heavily  saturated  gain  profile.  Our 
devices  were  driven  up to 60 times  threshold [ 161, so we 
are most interested in characterizing the high-power re- 
gime.  In  this  regime,  the  intensity  dependence of the  car- 
rier  density  and  the  resulting  changes  in  the  refractive  in- 
dex must be included in the analysis. They provide the 
positive  feedback  between the field and  the  material  which 
forms  its  confining  waveguide:  It  is  well-known  that  this 
feedback is the basis of the regenerative self-focusing 
mechanism  that  leads  to  filamentation [ 171. In regions  of 
high  optical  intensity,  the  local  gain is depressed by stim- 
ulated  emission.  Through  the  band-edge  ffect,  his 
depression leads to a local increase in refractive index, 
which  tends  to  further  confine the  light  and  increase  the 
local field intensity.  Thompson,  in  1972,  analyzed  optical 
nonlinearities due to  carrier  depletion  and  found  them  to 
introduce a third-order nonlinearity in the field equation 
[ 171. His  solutions in unbounded  media  were  either  soli- 
tary  “filaments,” or periodic  solutions  consisting of ad- 
jacent “filaments” coupled either in phase or in anti- 
phase.  A  serious  limitation of his  approach  was  the 
restriction to real  refractive  index  variations  only. As he 
pointed out, this  restriction  makes  it  impossible  to  match 
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his  multifilament  solutions  to  lossy  boundaries,  and  thus 
excludes  the  eigenfunctions of gain-guided  lasers  (which 
we introduce). 
Since  then,  much  of  the  work  in the  literature  [18]-[21] 
has  focused  on  analyzing the stability of solitary  filaments 
and providing design guidelines 1221 for narrow stripe- 
geometry lasers. In this work, we focus on the “multi- 
filament”  solutions  which are important  in  broad  area  la- 
sers. However, since the modulation depth of our solu- 
tions is relatively small, it is inaccurate to characterize 
these solutions as “coupled filaments. ” In fact, to the 
contrary,  these  modes  evolve  in  a  smooth way from  higher 
order  modes of the complex  linear  waveguide. ,Further, 
we show that gain saturation is responsible for the sta- 
bilization  of  “filament”  size.  Lateral  carrier  diffusion 
does  not  play  a  significant  role  in  this  stabilization. 
11. CARRIER-DEPENDENT REFRACTIVE INDEX 
In this section the complex refractive index is written 
to include  the  carrier  dependence.  Throughout  this  work 
we consider  traveling  waves  of the form 
E(& Y ,  z, t )  = E ( x )  F ( x ,  v) e ( 1 )  i ( Pz - w t )  
where x is  the  lateral  dimension, y the  transverse  dimen- 
sion, and z the  direction of propagation. The propagation 
constant is p and the angular frequency a. E ( x )  is the 
unknown  lateral  mode,  and F ( x ,  y )  gives  the.  transverse 
mode field distribution. As the problem  cannot be solved 
exactly by separation of variables, the transverse mode 
shape  contains  a  slowly-varying  dependence on  the  lateral 
coordinate [23]. 
Under  these  approximations,  the  lateral  mode E ( x )  sat- 
isfies the Helmtioltz  equation 
where &(x) is the usual effective index determined by 
solving  the  ,transverse  eigenmode  problem at  each  value 
of x. The eigenvalue, q2, is defined by the longitudinal 
propagation constant /3 = ko 9, and ko is the free-space 
propagation  constant. 
The physical  origin  of  the  self-focusing  mechanism  lies 
in the local depression of the gain profile by stimulated 
emission  (spatial  hole-burning),  and  this  is  what we shall 
quantify  first.  It  will  then be incorporated  into the effec- 
tive refractive  index. Fig.  l(a)  shows  a broad  area  device 
of the  type we shall  consider.  The  laser  shown  is  a  single 
quantum  well  separate  confinement  heterostructure  known 
to give very low threshold densities [24]. Fig. l(b) and 
(c) show representative optical modes of the transverse 
and lateral  waveguides,  respectively. The transverse  mode 
is  index-guided,  and  for  the  single  quantum  well of thick- 
ness Ly, it is  characterized  by  a  small  optical  confinement 
factor r. 
The lateral waveguide is formed by the current stripe 
and  the  lateral  mode  depends  on  the  gain  and  index  pro- 
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Fig. 1. (a) Stripe-geometry broad area laser with coordinate system used 
in  this  analysis. (b) Fundamental  transverse  mode of graded  index  single 
quantum  well  structure,  showing  very small optical  confinement  factor. 
(c) Nonlinear  lateral  mode  as  observed  from  our  best  devices.  The  gain 
is  locally  depleted  by  stimulated  emission in the  high  intensity  regions, 
leading  to  an  increase in the  local  refractive  index  and  the  phenomenon 
of self-focusing. 
the carrier rate equation we shall consider one-dimen- 
sional variables, since we have separated out the longi- 
tudinal  dependence  and  integrated  out  the  transverse  de- 
pendence. When the lateral mode “sees” an effective 
index neff, the steady-state rate equation becomes [19], 
1201 
N ( x )  d 2 N ( x )  +--LIT 
TSP 
where 
J(x) = injected  current  density [ cm-2 s-l ] 
N ( x )  = carrier  density [cnl-* ] 
P (x) = photon  density  in  lateral  mode E (x) [ cm-2 ] 
g (x) = spatial  gain  profile  in  the  quantum  well 
[ cm-‘ 1 
T , ~  = spontaneous  lifetime [ s ]  
D = lateral  diffusion  coefficient [cm2 V-’ s-’ 1. 
Equation  (3)  states  that  at  a  given  position x, the  carriers 
gained  by  injected  current are balanced in steady  state by 
losses  due  to  stimulated  and  spontaneous  emission  and by 
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lateral diffusion. Nonradiative recombination processes 
can be lumped  into  the  spontaneous  emission  lifetime T , ~ .  
We  define  a  normalized  saturated  gain  profile as 
where,  as  is  customary [ 171, we have  linearized  about  the 
threshold gain gth = g (Nth ). g& is the differential gain 
(with  respect to  carrier  density)  at  threshold.  The  dimen- 
sionless  quantity y (x) quantifies  the  spatial  hole-burning, 
giving the deviation from threshold gain in units of the 
threshold gain. Equation (3) can now be expressed as a 
second-order linear ordinary differential equation in the 
normalized  saturated  gain  profile: 
- p(x> J ( x )  - Jth 
Psat Jsat 
9 
where  the  following  definitions  have  been  made: 
L2 SP = - D T , ~  
L,, is the  diffusion  length  when  the  carrier  lifetime is  de- 
termined solely by spontaneous emission and Jth is the 
threshold  current  density.  The  equation  has  no  simple so- 
lution,  as  the  diffusion  operator L is  x-dependent: 
and P ( x )  is still  unknown. We  can,  however, find  an  ap- 
proximate  solution  in  terms of P ( x ) .  Since P(x)  2 0 for 
all x, it is appropriate to find a WKB approximation for 
the  Green's  function of L ( x )  1251: 
G W K B  (x, x ' 
The  Green's  function  is  integrated  against  the  right-hand 
side of (5 )  and  the  integral  is  expanded  asymptotically  in 
powers of the  diffusion length.  The result  for  the  saturated 
gain  profile  is  as  follows: 
where 
is the solution when diffusion is neglected. Consider a 
saturated gain profile that reflects a self-modulated near 
field.  While  the  level  of  the  losses  determines  the  average 
gain  level,  regions  of  relatively  high  (low)  optical  inten- 
sity cause regions of local depression (elevation) in the 
gain.  This  effect,  due  to  stimulated  emission, is dominant 
and is represented by the first term in (9). In addition, 
diffusion  will  cause  some of the  carriers to shift  from  re- 
gions of high  gain to regions of low  gain-filling  in  the 
gaps-and this  effect  is  represented by the second  term  in 
(9); it  is  a  correction  to  the  first  term. 
Now, suppose that y (x) oscillates about zero with a 
periodicity defined by transverse wave vector k,. Com- 
pared to  the  first  term  in (9), the  diffusion  term  is of order 
k:Lfp/(l + (P(x)/Psat)) .  If k,Lsp is small compared to 
one, then k:L:p << 1, and  the  diffusion  correction is 
small; as the power  increases  over Psat, it  becomes  smaller 
yet. That is, the diffusion length, being proportional to 
the square root of the carrier lifetime, is reduced in the 
presence of stimulated  emission.  Note  that Psa, can  be  in- 
terpreted as the photon density at which the stimulated 
emission  rate  equals  the  spontaneous  emission rate,  since 
at  this  intensity  the  carrier  lifetime is reduced by a  factor 
of two.  This  is  in  accordance  with  other  definitions  of  the 
saturation  intensity [ 171, 1261. 
Since  modulation  in P(x)  occurs  only  on  spatial  scales 
longer  than L,, and  the  effects  of  diffusion  become  van- 
ishingly small at high power, we neglect them. As a re- 
sult, we take (10) as the saturated  gain  profile.  It  remains 
to incorporate  this  expression  into the complex  refractive 
index.  Observing  the  traveling  wave  convention (1) leads 
to  the  relationship 
nEff(x) = ni - 3 r g t , ( b  + i )  y(x> (11) 
k0 
where no is the  effective index  of  refraction  corresponding 
to  the  threshold  gain  level,  and b is the antiguiding  factor 
[positive,  with  convention ( I ) ] .  In  our  model, b is iden- 
tical to the linewidth enhancement factor CY at threshold 
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carrier density. Finally, we establish the dependence of 
nZff on field E ( x )  by making  use of the  following  relation: 
where f iw is the  lasing  transition  energy  and Ly is  the  pre- 
viously  mentioned  active layer  thickness.  The field 
strength  at  saturation is  then  [from (6b)  and (12)] 
We  further  define 
a0 
€sat E - b r g t h ,  
k0 
(14) 
and  note  for  future  reference  that E, ,~  is  proportional  to  the 
threshold gain. Equation (1 1) for the carrier-dependent 
dielectric  constant  becomes 
- sa1 
Jsat 
Equation (15) predicts, as expected, an increase in both 
the  real  and  imaginary  parts of n& in regions  where 
I E ( x )  1’ is large.  That  is,  the  gain  is  decreased  while  the 
refractive index is increased. Furthermore, at threshold, 
J = J t h  and P = 0, which gives n& = ni as desired. At 
low-field intensity, 1 E ( x )  l 2  << E&t, this expression is 
of the  form  common  to  the  nonlinear  optics  literature  [27] : 
n (x) = no + n2 * Z(x), where Z is the optical intensity. 
However,  in  our  case,  the  nonlinearity  in  the  effective  in- 
dex is saturable. As seen from (15) the maximum local 
increase  in  dielectric  constant  occurs  in  the  saturated  limit 
j E ( x )  j 2  >> E:at, and is given by It can be appreci- 
ated from (14)  that the  parameter cSat represents  the 
depression in dielectric constant in pumping from trans- 
parency to threshold current density. To minimize self- 
focusing,  it  should  be  as  small  as  possible.  Equation  (14) 
indicates  that  to  accomplish  this,  small  values  for  the  an- 
tiguiding  factor,  optical  confinement factor,  and  threshold 
gain are  desired.  All of these  quantities  are  generally  re- 
garded as smaller in quantum well (QW) lasers than in 
regular double heterostructure (DH) lasers, and thus we 
conclude  that  the  nonlinear  action is weaker in QW lasers. 
esat has  been  measured  in  both QW and  DH  lasers  and is 
known to be smaller by a factor of 2 in the case of the 
QW lasers [ZX]. In very low threshold QW lasers, this 
improvement may be  doubled  again. 
2 2 
111. COMPLEX-VALUED NONLINEAR FIELD EQUATION 
Incorporating  the  complex  effective  refractive  index 
(15) into the Helmholtz equation (2) gives the following 
second-order,  nonlinear,  nonanalytic,  complex  eigen- 
value problem to be solved for the modes of the broad 
area  laser: r 
I 
i 
As can  be  deduced  from  phase-plane  arguments,  (16)  sup- 
ports periodic solutions of the form E (x) = Eo ( 1 + 
me (x) ) where Eo represents  the  average field amplitude 
and e(x)  is a  periodic  function  that  contains  the  filamen- 
tary  self-modulation.  Here rn is  a  modulation  depth  small 
compared  to  unity, so the  composite  solution  has no nulls. 
Thompson identified such “multifilament” solutions in 
his  treatise,  and  it  is  evident  that  corresponding  solutions 
exist in the  complex  case  for  a  laser  of  infinite  width.  For 
our  laser of finite  width, we  take a solution of the  form 
E E ea+‘d 0 (17) 
so that  amplitude  variations  appear  in a and  phase  varia- 
tions in 4 .  As such,  small  modulation  solutions  are  char- 
acterized by small a ,  in which case appropriate lineari- 
zations can be easily made. Let 4 be a dimensionless 
position co-ordinate: x 3 Ed, where d is the half-width 
of  the  laser.  Since E (  0)  # 0, we  consider  only  even so- 
lutions  for E ( 4 ), and  thus our task  is  to  solve  the  problem 
on  the  interval 0 < 4 < 1. In  the normalized  coordinates, 
equation  (16)  becomes 
a” + io‘ + a” + i2a’O - O 2  + L(a )  = 0 (18) 
where 8 ( 4 ) = 4‘ ( 4 ) (note  that  the  equation  depends  only 
on  the  phase  gradient 0,  not on  the  absolute  phase 4 ). The 
intensity-dependent refractive index term is included in 
the  last  term of (1 8) : 
L(a )  = k id2  [ni  - q2 -t (1 + L) E,,, 
I 
The  term L ( a )  can  be  linearized  for  the  case of I a 1 << 
1 (small  modulation  depth): 
L ( a )  = Lo + L, a + O(a ’ )  (20 1 
with 
L~ E k;d2(n;  - q 2 )  
L, = (1 + ;) q; 
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and  where  the  following  definitions  have  been  made: 
Here u is  a  dimensionless  quantity  related  to  the  ratio  be- 
tween pump and field intensities, and in our model, is 
constrained by energy  conservation  to  be  an O (  1 ) term. 
On the  other  hand, p gives  the  approximate  ratio of stim- 
ulated to stimulated + spontaneous emission, and satu- 
rates  smoothly  towards  unity  in  the  high-power  limit. qz 
is proportional to the up product, and (as we shall see) 
corresponds to  the  squared  filament  wave  vector. 
We  have  solved (1 8) [subject  to  the  linearization (20) ] 
analytically, The bulk of the derivation appears as Ap- 
pendix A. At  this  point,  we  merely  summarize  the  result. 
In  addition to the  filamentary  self-modulation, we allow 
for  a  global  phase  curvature  and  a  slowly-varying  ampli- 
tude variation to satisfy the loss requirement of the  am- 
plified  mode. We  separate  the  two  as 
a = af + a, (23a) 
0 = Of + 8, (23b) 
where f denotes “fast” (or “filament”) and s denotes 
‘‘slow.’’ 
The  fast  and slow  variables  are  decoupled by an  appro- 
priate  averaging  procedure.  The  fast, or self-modulation 
terms,  are 
af = m ( t >  cos j’ 4rdt ( 24a? 
sin qrd< - 20, cos  q,d< ] (24b) 
where m and  qr  are  the  slowly-varying modulation  depth 
and  filament  wavenumber,  given by 
* (xot - tanh (xot?)  (25b 1 
and mo is  the  modulation  depth  at  the  center  of the  device. 
The  slow  amplitude  and  phase  variations are 
6, = bxo tanh (x0 t ) (26b) 
4, = b In cosh (xo,$).  (26c 1 
These  solutions  are  parameterized by mo and xo. Later  it 
will  be  shown  how  these  quantities are related  to the real 
and  imaginary  parts  of  the  eigenvalue, 17. 
The  parameter x. appears  throughout,  and  we  pause  to 
discuss its significance. Locally, the angle between the 
optical  axis  and  the  direction  of  phase  and  energy  propa- 
gation is,  for  small  angles  (in  radians), 
where n is the real refractive index and 8 = 8, + e,, as 
before.  Thus hobxo/2nnd is  the  maximum  slowly-vary- 
ing  angle of off-axis  propagation,  while d/xo is  the  lateral 
position of the “knee” of the hyperbolic tangent. The 
value of x. is  set by matching  to  the  fields  outside of the 
gain  stripe. As a  rule,  the  larger  the  change  in neff is, the 
larger x. must be to  accommodate  it.  Note  that  solutions 
in media of infinite extent are obtained by putting x. = 
0, while mo is unspecified. 
Thus, depending on the magnitude of x. compared to 
unity,  the  phase  front  can  be  approximately  parabolic  over 
the width of the device (xo < 1 ), or else quickly ap- 
proach  a  linear  asymptote  on  either  side (xo >> 1 ). The 
important co/nsequence of this fact is that in the former 
case, the far field will be essentially single-lobed, while 
in  the  latter  case  a  sharply-defined  double-lobed far field 
will  result.  Consequently, it is desirable  to  minimize  the 
change  in neff at the  edge of the  gain  stripe to reduce x. 
and  get  a  narrow far field. 
The  primary  structure  in  the  near-field  pattern is  the self- 
modulation. Its wavenumber  in the  center of the  laser  is 
qo, defined by (22c) as 
This is an intensity-dependent quantity, small at low in- 
tensity,  but  quickly  increasing  to  a  limiting  value.  Hence 
the  filament  spacing  becomes  stable as saturation  intensity 
is  surpassed. 
Since  the  filament  width  saturates,  the  number  of fila- 
ments must also stabilize. From (24a) we see that the 
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number of lobes  in the  near field is 
where r * - - 1 denotes the greatest integer less than or 
equal to the argument.  The variable qr is always greater 
than or equal to qo (25b), which  establishes a lower bound 
for N .  The squared  wavenumber qi saturates to 
2ukid2~,,,. Recall that u is an O(  1 ) quantity  and  can be 
taken as unity for purposes of discussion. As we men- 
tioned earlier, E,,., is  the difference  in  real  dielectric  con- 
stant  between  transparency  and threshold.  This difference 
comes  from  unsaturable  losses (chiefly mirror  losses).  For 
a laser  of width W ,  we  have 
N 2 r l  + w/w,l (30) 
where W, is a saturated filament spacing given by 
.I:- ThoL Wf 2 . (31) Re ( n o )  b [ d  + In ( l / R ) ]  
where L is  the  laser  length, R is  the  facet  reflectivity, and 
a is the distributed loss constant.  Thus, unsaturable  losses 
in addition to the mirror losses decrease  the saturated fil- 
ament  spacing  and  increase the number of filaments. 
In order to quantify  this analysis, we choose E,,, to char- 
acterize the wafers  grown  in our laboratory by molecular 
beam epitaxy. For a single quantum well device with 
threshold  current  density 250 A/cm2,  the relevant  values 
are I’g,,, = 30  cm-’ and b = 2 [29]. The value of b has 
been estimated for  AlGaAs  lasers  to  lie  in  the  range 2-6 
[30] with the  lower values  more  appropriate for quantum 
well lasers. At h = 0.845 ,urn, this gives esat = 2.7 X 
lop3, and a saturated  filament  spacing of - 12 pm.  This 
value  justifies  our  decision  to  neglect diffusion effects in 
formulating (15). For a device 100 pm wide, the esti- 
mated lower bound on filament number  is N = 9. 
At this point, the solutions are parameterized by the 
modulation  depth mo, phase  gradient xo, and  the field am- 
plitude Eo. It remains to relate mo and x. to the eigen- 
value, 7 .  We make  implicit definitions of A r , i  in  terms of 
q as follows: 
Thus, A , gives  the deviation of the eigenvalue  from the 
effective index at threshold.  From (21a) we  have 
Lo 3 L& + iLb (33a 1 
1 L’ - - ( A j  + k;d’~,,~( 1 - ’ - 2b 
Using (A7), (A24)-(A25) (from  Appendix A) leads to 
A ,  = k~d’e,,(u - 1)  - miqi 
A i  = k i d 2 E S a t ( ~  - 1) - 2miqt - 2b2x;. (34b) 
Thus, solving for  the physically  meaningful  quantities of 
modulation depth mo and the slow phase gradient x. by 
boundary matching is equivalent to determining the ei- 
genvalues A , and A i .  
A physically  important parameter is the modal  gain G,, 
defined to be  the  rate  at which the traveling  wave  solution 
grows. For purposes of discussion, we allow the modal 
gain to  be different from  the  threshold  gain r g t h  and  thus 
examine  all  traveling  wave  solutions. Since G, - rgth = 
-2k03m(7 - n o ) ,  we  have 
Ultimately,  energy  conservation  requires A = 0 for a las- 
ing  mode,  and  this  determines  the  unknown field ampli- 
tude Eo in  terms of mo and x. via (34b).  The three terms 
in A i  correspond to three  physical  mechanisms that affect 
the  gain. The first is  proportional to u - 1. Recall  that (J 
is related to the ratio of pump  intensity to field intensity. 
An  increase in u indicates an increase  in the pump  level 
(or  decrease  in the optical  power)  which  reduces the 
amount of gain saturation.  The second term, proportional 
to mi, reflects the inefficiency introduced by modulation 
in the near-field pattern. In comparison of a field with a 
modulated near field to  one  without, where both experi- 
ence the same modal gain, the average gain level con- 
sistent  with  the  modulated field is  increased by an amount 
proportional to the square of the modulation depth; that 
amount  appears here.  The  third  term, proportional to x i ,  
reflects the losses due  to phase curvature,  or off-axis prop- 
agation.  Energy  propagating at  an  angle  to the  optical  axis 
is absorbed by the lossy boundaries; this effect also re- 
duces  the gain. 
IV. THE OUTER SOLUTION AND BOUNDARY MATCHING 
Beyond the gain stripe ( $ 2 1 ), the pump current is 
zero.  However,  several  processes  conspire to prevent  the 
gain from immediately taking on its unpumped value. 
Current  spreading  will cause  the current  injected  into  the 
active region to taper off at the  edge of the gain stripe. 
Optical  pumping also  occurs, which partially bleaches  the 
unpumped  material. Our model of nCF is based on a 
linearization of the gain  about  the  threshold gain, and  ex- 
tension of this model into the  unpumped  region would be 
clearly inaccurate. In addition, the roll-off rate of neff 
would be of the  same  order of magnitude as qo. Conse- 
quently,  the separation of scales  we  used in the  previous 
portion of this  paper  would  be  inappropriate. 
However,  the  exact  shape  of  the  gain  distribution  out- 
side the  gain  stripe affects only slightly  the rate at which 
the field grows or decays  at  the  edge of the gain stripe, 
which determines the values that the  inner  solution must 
take on there. For our model, we will assume that the 
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effective  index  of  refraction  outside  the  stripe  has  a  func- 
tional  form  that  satisfies  the  following  criteria: 
1) neff = no at  the  edge of the  gain  stripe. 
2)  neff rolls off smoothly to  its  full absorption 
value,  defined to be nl. 
In  addition,  we  would  like  the  specific  functional  form 
to allow for  a closed-form  analytic  solution.  These  crite- 
ria are satisfied if we  take 
n:ff 3 ni + B tanh ~ ( t  - 1) 
+ Ctanh2 K ( E  - 1 )  (36) 
where 
~ + ~ = n : - n i  (37) 
and ti characterizes  the  roll-off  rate. 
Our  approximate  solution  outside  the  gain  stripe  is  the 
solution  of  the  Helmholtz  equation  (2)  with  this  effective 
index;  that is, 
E = E 1 e - D ( S - l )  sechF'" ~ ( t  - 1) (38) 
where the complex  constants D and F satisfy 
F 2  + tiF + 2DF = -(ni - ni) ( 3 9 4  
The  appropriate  branches to select are Re (D)  1 0 and 
Re ( F )  2 0. The eigenvalues are determined by the re- 
quirement that the field E and its first derivative E' be 
continuous at the edge of the gain stripe (4 = 1 ). Both 
conditions  can  be  met by the requirement 
Consequently, the transcendental equation which deter- 
mines  the  eigenvalues  and  modal  gain is: 
a y l )  -t- ie(1) = -D. (41) 
V. DISCUSSION 
We can  now  solve  the  eigenvalue  equation for mo and 
x. and  substitute  the  results  into  our  expressions  for  the 
lateral mode. In Fig. 2(a) and (b) we have plotted the 
lateral  power  distribution  and  local  phase  angle,  respec- 
tively,  for  a  10-filament  mode of a 100 pm  wide  device, 
for current pumping J = 6J,, ,  J,,/J,,,  = 3, b = 2 ,  and 
E , , ~  = 2.7 X loF3. The unsaturated (amplitude) loss out- 
side  the  gain  stripe is taken to be 90 cm- ', and ti corre- 
sponds to a 10-90 percent roll-off distance of 20 ,um in 
neff. The number  of  lobes  in  the  near-field  pattern, 10, is 
higher  than our  estimate,  reflecting  the  additional  contri- 
butions to qr that  come  from xo. As we  said, x. is  set by 
boundary  effects;  consequently,  lossier  boundaries  on  the 
gain  stripe  will  increase  the  number  of  lobes  in  the  near 
field.  This  pattern is very  similar  to  the  experimental  trace 
reported in [IS] [reproduced in Figure 2(c)] in the size 
-50 0 5'0 x(prn1 
 front / Phase 2o 
angle 
lntensltv (arb unlts) 
- 50 0 50  x(prn: 
lateral  dimension 
Fig. 2. Our  analytical  solution for the  lowest-a IO-filament mode of a  de- 
vice with half-width d = 50 pm, esat = 2.7 x and rgth = 30 cm-'. 
The spreading parameter at the edges is K - '  = 20 pm. (a) Near-field 
intensity. (b) Local  phase  front  angle.  The  slow  component of the  phase 
front  angle  reaches 0.32" at  the lossy boundary,  corresponding  to  emis- 
sion off-axis of about 1.1 outside the facet. (c) Experimental trace of 
old  [15]. 
near-field  intensity of 100 pm wide  device  at  several  points  above  thresh- 
and spacing of the  lobes  and  the  increase  in  modulation 
depth  towards  the  edge of the  stripe.  In  addition,  we  can 
estimate  the  width  of  the far field  from  the  largest  local 
average phase angle under the gain stripe. In  Fig.  2(a), 
the average phase angle (inside the facet) is approxi- 
mately, from (38),  0.32", which yields a far-field width 
of 2.1" outside  the  laser;  that,  too,  is  in  agreement  with 
Next,  let us consider  the  lateral  mode  spectrum.  In  the 
linear  case,  this  spectrum is characterized  by  a  finite  set 
of  modes,  each  with  a  distinct  modal  gain.  The  mode  with 
the highest modal gain is deemed to be  the  lasing  mode 
at threshold. However, the situation is more complex in 
the associated nonlinear problem. In addition to modal 
gain G,, each  mode  must  also  be  characterized by a field 
amplitude Eo, at a given injected current density. This 
added degree of freedom allows a finite set of lateral 
modes to have the same modal gain by allowing the in- 
dividual  amplitudes to vary. 
This multiplicity is illustrated in Fig. 3.  Here we plot 
the  modal  gain  as  a  function  of (T for modes  containing 8- 
13 filaments. If the  resonator  losses  are 30 cm-',  then  all 
solutions  with  matching  modal  gain are  candidates  for  las- 
ing  modes.  For  comparison,  the  gain of a  uniform  plane 
wave of the  same Eo is  also  plotted.  None of the  lateral 
modes  is as efficient  as  a  plane  wave  in  extracting  gain. 
That is to be  expected  because  the  lateral  modes  have  the 
absorbing  boundaries to contend  with. The  boundaries  in- 
troduce losses in two ways. First, they induce a spatial 
modulation,  which  lowers  the  extraction  efficiency by an 
~ 5 1 .  
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Fig. 3. Traces of the N = 8 through 13 filalnent solutions in the modal 
gain  versus u plane,  with  conditions as in  Fig. 2. All  modes  have  lower 
modal  gain than the  plane  wave, as a result of the  modulation  depth  and 
phase  curvature  induced by the  boundaries. For a resonator  with  thresh- 
old  gain of 30 cm-’,  allowable  modes  must  satisfy  the  steady-state  con- 
dition G, = rg, ( A ,  = 0 ) .  
Fig. 4. Relative contribution to modal gain from (a) pumping ( u  - 1 ), 
(b) modulation depth ( m ) ,  and (c) phase curvature (x) for the N = 10 
filament  solution  in  Fig. 3 .  Huge losses incurred by increasing  modula- 
tion  lead to an upper  “cutoff’ in u. The N = 10 solution does not exist 
beyond  cutoff. 
amount proportional to mi. Secondly, as we have said, 
they  impart  an  overall  phase  curvature  to  the  field,  which 
directs  energy off  of the  axis of propagation  and  into  the 
absorbing walls. The relative contributions of these two 
mechanisms  are plotted in Fig. 4 for  the  lowest-a  mode 
(i.e., the 10-filament mode). Their explicit contribution 
to  the  modal  gain  can be seen  in  (34)-(35). The  two  con- 
tributions  combine  to  give  each  mode an  upper cutoff in 
u. As u increases  (and  thus  power  decreases),  the  modal 
gain for any given lateral mode will tend to increase as 
well,  because  the  gain is becoming  less  and  less  saturated. 
However,  the  saturated  filament  spacing  is  becoming  ever 
smaller, and the penalty that the mode pays is an in- 
creased  modulation  depth.  Eventually,  the  modulation 
penalty overwhelms the benefits of gain saturation; the 
modal  gain  falls off again,  and the cutoff appears. Fortu- 
nately,  higher  order  modes  (meaning  more filaments) have 
successively  higher  cutoff-a’s, so higher  modal  gains  are 
always  possible  with  higher  order  modes. 
We  have  made  the  assumption  that,  for a given T’g,,,, the 
field pattern with the  greatest  power  (lowest a )   i s  the  ac- 
tual  lasing  mode.  However, at a  given  threshold  gain, so- 
lutions  exist for all the  lateral  modes  that  are  above  cutoff. 
In  Fig. 5 we  plot  the lateral  power  distribution  for the 4 
lowest order modes with modal gains of 30 cm-’. Suc- 
cessively higher order modes have more lobes, smaller 
modulation depth, and more phase curvature [as can be 
inferred  from the  correction to the filament  wavenumber 
given  in  equation  (25b) 1. 
Finally,  we  comment briefly on  the  issue of modal  se- 
lection. In linear theory, the rule is: the mode with the 
most  gain  wins. In a  nonlinear  system, the  lasing  mode  is 
determined  not by modal gain,  but by a stability  analysis. 
It  is  possible  (but  not  likely)  that  the  mode  with  the  small- 
est u is  unstable,  while  a  mode with a  higher u is  stable. 
Alternatively, for certain operating points there may be 
multiple  stable  points  (as is the  case in coupled-cavity  la- 
sers,  for  example [3 11 ). 
The plausibility of the  latter  scenario may become  more 
apparent by considering  longitudinal  variations  within  the 
laser.  In a Fabry-Perot laser,  the  average optical  intensity 
is not a constant, but is minimized somewhere between 
the  two  facets.  Likewise,  the  material  gain  is  maximized 
in  the  central  region.  According  to  our  analysis, different 
modes may be favored in different  regions of the  resona- 
tor.  The  round-trip u of a  lateral/longitudinal  mode  com- 
bination  would  thus be a  weighted  average of local 0, and 
this  average  would  be  the  arbiter of which  mode  lases. 
Concerning  stability,  we  remark  that  in  the  unsaturated 
case  where I E ( x )  l2 << E:a,, the  Helmholtz  equation  can 
be expressed in the form of the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation. This equation is one of a class which admits 
soliton-like solutions, which are known to be unstable 
against  many  types  of  perturbation [32].  Thus, in the  low- 
power regime, the laser may exhibit instability. Above 
saturation intensity, however, the nonlinearity is much 
weaker  and  the  self-guiding  mechanism  is  stabilized. 
Until  recently,  stable,  uniform  near-field  patterns  have 
not  been  commonly  observed, as  an  excellent  crystal 
growth over  the  entire  laser  is required  to  realize  spatially 
uniform  gain  and  index  profiles. We  can  see  from  Fig. 3 
that the different  longitudinal  modes differ in modal  gain 
by only a few cm-’.  Furthermore,  in numerical calcula- 
tions we have  found  that  variations in local  gain of a frac- 
tion of a cm-’ will disrupt the smooth lateral structure. 
To some degree, the effects of longitudinal propagation 
can  smooth  out the effects of inhomogeneities.  Neverthe- 
less,  the broad  area laser will  remain  extremely  sensitive 
to such effects. Possibly, the destabilizing effect of ma- 
terial  defects  can  be  overcome by structures  such as the 
recently demonstrated “controlled filament” laser [331. 
In this  structure,  the  effective  mirror  reflectivity is mod- 
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-e: + I,;, + ~ ; a ,  + (a;2 - e;) = o (A3a) 
0; + 2 ~ ; 0 , ~  + Lb + L i a s  + 2(ajOf} = 0. (A3b) 
Noting from (21b) that L ;  = bL;, we can eliminate a, 
easily from these  equations,  leaving  the  following  equa- 
tion  in 0,: 
beg + e,(e, + 2ba;) = b2x2(4;)  (A4a) 
where 
b 2 X 2 ( t )  =_ L', - b ~ ;  + ( - e; } 
- 2b ( a; 0,). ( A4b 1 
Neglecting  2baj  with respect to 8,, (A4) becomes 
be; = b2X2(() - 0;. (A5) I 'io 5) x ( p * ) l  We  choose  initial  conditions a, (0 )  = 0 ,  a6 ( 0 )  = 0,  ( 0 )  
lateral dimension = 0, which  together with  (A3a)  mplies 
Fig. 5 .  Near-field  intensities  for the N = 10, 11, 12, and 13 filament so- L; + ( a j 2  - e;}\o = 0. (A61 
lutions for the 30 cm-' loss resonator.  Parts (a)-(d) correspond to modes 
A-D in  Fig. 3. Then 
bX2(o)  = -L; - 2 ( ~ ; e , ) ( ~ .  (A71 
ulated in the lateral dimension in order to induce filaments By approximating x = x (0)  x. (to be checked in Ap- 
at prescribed positions. The present analysis indicates that pendix B), we can integrate (A5) for the slowly-varying 
this structure can be optimized if the reflectivity modu- phase gradient, and then determine the slowly-varying 
lation is chosen with the same periodicity as the saturated amplitude from (A3a): 
filament  spacing of the  parent  broad  area  laser. 
0 s  = bXo tanh ( x 0 0  ( A 8 4  
a, = 7 (tanh2 (xog) - L;  VII. APPENDIX A 1 
This  appendix  details  the  solut on of(18), (20), and L1 
(23).  After  dividing  into  real and  im ginary parts, (18) - - e$ )). (A8b) 
becomes 
2 2 We  spatially-averaged (Al) to  obtain the slow  equa- q + a; + (a; + a ; )  - (e, + e,) tions,  (A2).  Upon  subtracting  (A2)  from (Al),  we  are left 
0; + e; + 2(a; + a : )  (e, + e,) 
+ L;, + L:(af + a , )  = 0 (Ala)  with  the  fast  equations: 
a; + (u;2 - (a;2 )) + 2a;aj 
+ La + L f ( U f  + a, )  = 0 (Alb)  - (e; - { e ; ) )  - ~ , e ,  + L;u,= o (A9a) 
where,  for  example, LL denotes  the  real  part of Lo. The 
fast  variables a,, Of, are  those  which vary on a  spatial  scale 
of 0 ( x /qo  ); the  slow  variables a,, 13, vary on a  spatial 
scale of O(  1 ). To  exploit  the  existence of two distinct 
length  scales,  we  spatially  average  equations (Al)  over a 
distance  long  compared  to 2a/qo,  but  short  compared  to 
1, leaving 
+ - e; + L;, + L ; ~ ,  + - e; ) = o 
e; + 2 4 8 ,  + L L  + L;U, + 2 (  U; e,) = 0. 
( A2a ) 
(A2b) 
( . . .  ) denotes spatial averaging over the fast scale; 
(A2a)-(A2b)  vary  on the  slow  scale.  They  determine  the 
slowly-varying  quantities a, and 8,. 
Keeping highest order terms (dropping a i2 ,  a: 1 leads 
to the following two coupled equations for the slowly- 
varying  amplitude  and  phase  gradient: 
e; + +;ef - ( u p ,  } )  + 248,  
+ 2 4  e, + Lfa, = 0. (A9b 
Equations  (A9a)-(A9b)  describe  a harmonic  oscillator 
system with a slowly-varying resonance frequency. The 
terms in parentheses act as driving terms at double the 
resonant  frequency;  their  corresponding  response  will  be 
smaller  than  the  fundamental,  and  we  neglect  them in fa- 
vor of the  fundamental  response.  Of  the  remaining  terms, 
we  keep  only  those  of 0 ( 920 ) and  neglect  the 0 ( qa ) and 
0 ( 1 ) terms.  Equation  (A9)  then  simplifies to 
a; - 2e,e, + L;af = o (AlOa) 
e; + 2 e 4  + L;af = 0. ( AlOb) 
In view of the slowly-varying coefficients, we form a 
WKB-type  solution 
a, - c1 e'lq't (A1  la)  
0, - c2e i j d  (A1  lb)  
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with  slowly-varying q (  4). Together, (A10)  becomes  the 
following  eigenvalue  system 
The characteristic  equation  is 
Taking  q to be of the  form  qr - iqi, then q2 = qz - 2 - 
i2qrqi. Assuming qz >> q?, we take 
2 2  4 = q r  - i2qrqi. (A141 
Comparing  (A1 3) and  (A14)  gives 
q; = 4; + 403 (A15a) 
(A15b) 
There  are  two  solutions  for  qr  (equal  magnitude,  opposite 
sign), and one  for q i. Thus  the  two solutions of (A13) for 
the propagation  constant are 
q+ = + 9 r  - i q i  ( A W  
where  henceforth qr is understood to be  the positive root 
of (A15a).  Note  that qi << q,., as  assumed.  Now, uf and 19, are  real  quantities.  Symmetry  dictates  the  choice of uf 
as 
= moeiyJdt cos j qr d t .  (-417) 
The quantity rn (4 ) = rno exp j qi d$ is  the slowly-varying 
modulation depth.  The phase 8, is then  determined by the 
eigenvector of (A 12). We have 
Then 
2 
= m(4) (- sin 1 qr dg - 28, cos qr d ( )  . 
b q r  
(A19 
Finally,  let us estimate  how  the  modulation  depth  and fil- 
ament  wavenumber vary across the half-width of the de- 
vice.  From (A15b)  and (A8a)  we have 
where 
4b2x; 
p = l + - - .  (A20b) 
q; 
Hence  the  modulation  depth  is 
m ( t )  = mo&qddt m o ( l  + p sinh’ (xo$))”2p. 
(A21 1 
Thus, the modulation depth is at a minimum, mo, at  the 
center of the device, and  increases  monotonically  towards 
the  boundary. For the filament wave  vector,  we will find 
that 20, 5 qo, so qr = = qo + 20:/qo. Then 
( A22 1 
At the  middle of the  device,  the  wave vector  is simply qo 
and it, too, increases monotonically towards the bound- 
ary. 
Finally,  recalling  the  slow  equations (A3),  we can now 
evaluate the averaged quantities that depend on the fast 
solutions uf and 0,: 
(A23a) 
(A23c) 
This enables  explicit  evaluation of the slowly-varying  am- 
plitude;  together  (A23)  and  (A8b) give 
r n 2  
2 
xo4 - Lb - - qi] (A24) 
where  terms of relative  order  1 /b2  have  been  neglected. 
This  equation  can  be simplified further. By imposing the 
condition L Z , ~ ( O )  = 0, we  infer  from  (A24) that Lh 
= -4 miqi. Equation  (A24)  becomes 
The  last calculation we need is  the quantity x. From (A4b) 
we  have 
To a  good  approximation  (lowest order in 1 / b 2  ), 
= - In (1  + p sinh2 (xo,$)) (A20a) 1 
2P 
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APPENDIX B 
In  the  solution of (A5) 
be: = b 2 X 2 ( ( )  - 19; (B1) 
we made  the  approximation  that x ( E ) was  a  constant, xo. 
The  actual  expression  for x ( E  ) is 
While x ( k ) = x. at .$ = 0, the difference  could  conceiv- 
ably  become  significant  when m ( ( ) >> mo. We  can  make 
an  estimate  of  the  error  by  taking 
e, = oso + e,Tl, esl << e,,, 033) 
where Oso satisfies (A8). Substituting  (B3)  into (B2) gives 
boil + 28,08,1 + O f l  = b 2 ( X 2 ( ( )  - x i ) .  (B4) 
We neglect  (we are assuming the error is small) and 




Oil + - 8,08s1 = - m 2 ( ( )  %). (B5) 
(B5) has  the  solution 
The  integral  in (B6) does  not  have  a  simple  closed-form 
expression,  but  we  are  only  interested  in  determining  the 
approximate  size  of Osl relative  to Oxo. We asymptotically 
expand  (B6) for  large  and  small xo, yielding 
While OS1 undergoes a sign change at some intermediate 
value of xo, neither  expression  becomes 0 ( 1 ) for reason- 
able values  of m,, qo, and xo. Therefore,  the  original  ap- 
proximation  is  valid. 
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